
State of the Chart

THE PRESENT article proposes a quantitative analysis of the development of the novelin Romania. Despite expectations which can be explained by the existence ofreliable (meta)databases attempting to circumscribe this phenomenon, the con-cept of the “novel [published] in Romania” remains, as will be shown in the follow-ing, extremely problematic and needs various delimitations and qualifications. This ismostly caused by the fact that quantitative analyses of the novel have been rather scarcein Romania and that, consequently, an in-depth discussion of the relevant key conceptshas not yet taken place. In fact, it is this small number of approaches which requiresthat they be surveyed and briefly commented on in what follows.Thus, the scholastic literary historian Gheorghe Adamescu can be considered, rathersurprisingly, to be a precursor and simultaneously a pioneer of the quantitative researchof the novel in Romania. In two texts occasioned by the commissioning of a thematicissue devoted to the novel by the journal Cele Trei Criºuri (The Three Criº Rivers, 1937),he drafted the first allegedly exhaustive bibliography of the Romanian novel up to thattime, accompanied by a short commentary.1 The bibliography is fairly well executed, par-ticularly the part covering contemporary fiction—e.g. Adamescu indexes 368 of the544 novels published between 1930 and 1937, thus over two thirds—, and it pro-motes the author’s belief that “the novel has made quite significant progress in our lit-erature and would deserve a thorough study.”2 Even if Adamescu is far from carrying outsuch a study himself, the brief essay accompanying his bibliography offers a few usefulsuggestions in this regard. It is true that the division of epochs is carried out rather mechan-ically (by decades), yet, nevertheless, the literary historian generally evinces plausible intu-itions—e.g., that “the epoch of the Romanian novel” only starts in the 1911–1920 decade,
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when “truly specialized novelists” emerge, such as Mihail Sadoveanu, N. Rãdulescu-Niger and Liviu Rebreanu.3A notable further step towards the quantitative analysis of the novel in Romaniawas made by Dinu Pillat, in his study entitled “Romanul de senzaþie în literaturaromânã din a doua jumãtate a secolului al XIX-lea” (The sensationalist novel in Romanianliterature in the second half of the 19th century, 1947).4 As opposed to Adamescu,Pillat no longer works with numbers, but only with lists, yet his study has other majormerits. On the one hand, he is the first commentator to look at the evolution of theRomanian novel in parallel with the dynamic of translations, thus observing that everystage of the sensationalist novel coincided with “a new wave of translations.”5 On theother hand, he is the first Romanian critic who dares to professionally explore the“great unread,”6 i.e. non-canonical writers and genres. It is not just G. Baronzi and I.M. Bujoreanu, but also N. D. Popescu, Panait Macri and Ilie Ighel that benefited fromPillat’s attentive and pertinent commentaries.A new stage in the quantitative research of the novel in Romania commences withPaul Cornea’s studies, which, inspired by the theories and analyses of Lucien Goldmannand Robert Escarpit, made their mark on account of the innovative character of the issuesthey raised, as well as of the superior accuracy of the data they were based on. Withthe help of several groups of students from the Faculty of Philology in Bucharest, Corneamanaged to collect samples of data sufficiently representative to enable him to success-fully investigate aspects like the relationship between translations and local literature inthe 19th century, the relationship between the novel and the romance (in the popularfiction vein), or the causes for the rise of the Romanian novel in the 1930s.7 Cornea’sstudies are, for that matter, still considered to be models of quantitative approaches today,for, although the data the author employs are often subject to change (e.g. for theperiod 1845–1910, Cornea records only 175 novels, as opposed to 467 titles subsequentlyindexed by DCRR-18), the issues he investigates are as relevant today as subjects of reflec-tion as they were back then. Ioana Macrea-Toma also employs a private database, borrowed from Mihai DinuGheorghiu, for the chapter in her monograph on Romanian communism’s literaryinstitutions, which deals with the book production of the time.9 The strength of thisapproach consists in placing the Romanian novel within a wider relational context,since the author compares domestic prose not only with translated prose, but also withother genres, such as poetry. However, although Macrea-Toma’s observations are cor-rect most of the time, some of her implicit assumptions raise certain questions. Forinstance, the fact that she records almost 100 autochthonous prose titles published annu-ally throughout the mid–1950s indicates that she amassed not only the novel with short-er prose, but also newly published works with later editions, a fact that limits the rele-vance of her charts and observations.Last but not least, of the more recent contributions, the most important seem to beªtefan Baghiu’s10 and Daiana Gârdan’s.11Despite differences in object and approach betweenthe two young scholars, what they share is the fact that both take advantage of the final-ization and publication of (meta)databases like DCRR and DCRT, which they can nowexplore in detail. Thus, starting from DCRT-1, Baghiu’s studies focus on the translation
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of foreign novels during the communist period, following the gradual diversification ofcultural sources connected to the Romanian literary circuit and then correlating thisphenomenon with varios political and economic factors. Conversely, Gârdan’s studies relymore on DCRR-1 and seem to relate especially to particularities of genre and gender ofthe Romanian novel of the first half of the 20th century. At any rate, based on the surveyeffected above, it follows sufficiently clearly not only that there is not yet in place aquantitative analysis of the entire history of the Romanian novel from the produced vs.translated point of view, but also the fact that when such an analysis was attempted on lim-ited segments, it mostly evinced an empirical and unsystematic character. 

Corpus

REGARDING THE corpus under scrutiny in the present study, it is important to statethat by “the novel in Romania” I mean the domestic or translated novel pub-lished in the Romanian language, within the current boundaries of the Romaniannation state. As a matter of fact, such a concept is practically imposed on all those whotry to work with data provided by DCRR or DCRT, although the indexing options ofthese dictionaries are not always amongst the most felicitous or even amongst themost consistent.Let us start with the Romanian language: its exclusiveness in delimiting the corpus ofnovels automatically leads to the exclusion of novels published in Hungarian, German,etc. and, by means of this exclusion, to the annulment of the literatures produced by “nation-al minorities.” However, an even greater problem is inconsistency: although it excludesthe aforementioned category, DCRR is extremely generous with certain titles publishedin (and translated from) French, such as the ones penned by Panait Istrati, Vintilã Horiaor Eugène Ionesco, although their rightful place would have been in DCRT. On theother hand, similar inconsistencies are met regarding the place of publication as well: DCRRindexes the three volumes of the novel Sclavul amorului (The slave of love, 1873–1875)by Iosif Vulcan, published in Budapest, but ignores all the novels published in the inter-war period in Chiºinãu (by prose writers like Nicolae Spãtaru, for instance). Such an actof unnecessary “diplomacy”—at least after the dissolution of the Soviet Union—suggeststhat DCRR has not entirely put its communist afflictions behind it. Such reminiscences alsoaccount for the decision to record, at times, manuscripts at the estimated date of theirwriting and not at the date of their publication, “in order to emphasize the organic con-tinuity in the development and establishment of the novelistic genre.”12 It is not veryclear why—other than for reasons of pure propaganda—it would have been necessary toemphasize such an “organic continuity” when in fact it did not exist. At any rate, it is afact that such inconsistencies have determined me to make a series of choices which donot comply with the selection and organization criteria of the two dictionaries.First, I have excluded from the category of the “Romanian” novel the translated lit-erary works which had previously been published in other languages and other countries.I have, however, kept what one could term “original doublets,” i.e. texts in Romanianwhich either chronologically precede equivalent versions in foreign languages, or which
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are the result of auto-translation. Second, I always took into account the publication dateof the novels, because up to their publication, those texts did not exist qua literary works.A manuscript can be significant for a certain artistic vision related to a certain histori-cal moment, but it only becomes relevant for a quantitative approach the moment itappears on the market. Thus, although finalized in 1705, Dimitrie Cantemir’s Istoriaieroglificã (The hieroglyphic history) was only published in 1883 and, for a quantita-tive literary history, this is the only date that matters. Third, I deemed it too little rele-vant whether a novel is first published in a magazine or in a volume. Although DCRRprefers to index novels in their year of publication in volume form, this is not neces-sarily the most inspired choice, because the novel could have had considerable effectson the literary system between its serial publication in installments and its publicationin a volume. Moreover, as the two dictionaries themselves show, there are numerous casesof domestic and translated novels which, after being published in magazines, havenever been published in book format. In these cases, the editors of the dictionarieshave no choice but to index those titles with their serial publication dates. Why shouldwe not generalize the procedure and thus gain in consistency? Fourth, I also included theunfinished novels in my calculations, because some of these at least—Geniu pustiu (Barrengenius), Un om între oameni (A man among men), Delirul (Delirium), etc.—have beenimportant models for the evolution of the novel in Romania. Nonetheless, how do wedifferentiate between “unfinished” novels and mere novelistic fragments published inperiodicals? In this case, I chose to benefit from the advantages of distant reading: Ileft DCRR and DCRT to their own devices and I appropriated their allocations. Fifth,my statistics are solely based on first editions, not on subsequent or later ones. It isnot hard to understand why: the two dictionaries were projects carried out in severalstages, a fact that caused a series of discontinuities within them. For instance, DCRRas well as DCRT record later editions of pre–1989 novels only up to 1989, while ignor-ing them in the volumes concerning the 1990–2000 period. Sixth, I took into consid-eration each of the distinct volumes of the same novel separately. On the one hand, thefact that the present analysis only regards first editions strengthens my conviction that,in most cases, the publication of a novel in one or several volumes is no mere accident,but an action performed with the authors’ consent and which needs to be taken intoaccount (particularly in an analysis regarding quantity). On the other hand, this optionhelped me avoid uncomfortable questions such as whether Moromeþii I and II form a “uni-tary” novel or a cycle of novels.

Methodology

FROM A methodological point of view, the present study comprises an analysis ofthe variations of data which represent the two “lines” of the novel published inRomania—produced vs. translated—, as well as a comparison between theselines and, occasionally, references to developments in other literatures. With regard to thefirst aspect, the one of the lines per se, I operate (though perhaps less systematicallythan would have been appropriate) with concepts stemming from statistics, such as
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the average number of novels published within a certain period (a certain “epoch”),the (multi)annual increase rate of the production of novels, the standard deviation ofthe data sample, etc. These indicators will then be set against the established spatialmetaphors employed in the study of the novel—e.g. the “rise” and the “fall” of thegenre—, as well as various series of political and economic events which I suspect haveinfluenced the development of the novel in Romania.In addition to these instruments, in the following I propose two self-devised concepts,which might prove useful for a more precise radiography of the dynamic of the Romaniannovel—and not only for it. The first is the index of literary originality (ILO), whichrefers to the ratio between the number of new literary works and the re-printed ones(later editions) within a certain literature throughout a calendar year. For instance, ifin a certain country 200 new literary works are published and 100 are re-printed through-out the current year, then ILO(2019)=200:100=2. As, for the reasons elaborated onabove, I do not deal with later editions in the present study, I will only observe that avery low ILO is indicative of a literary system threatened by epigonism and auto-pas-tiche, whereas a very high ILO might indicate the risks a system incurs of losing itsties to the past and consequently of endangering its own cultural identity. The otherparameter is the index of literary autonomy (ILA), which refers to the ratio between theproduced and the translated works within a literature. Excesses are telling in this caseas well: a very low ILA is a symptom of (auto)colonialism, whereas a very high one isa sign of cultural self-sufficiency and isolationism. At any rate, the important thing is that
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the two indicators are independent from each other, and the fact that they can be iso-lated, but also combined, is proof to this effect. For instance, I will mostly refer to theILA(nn) in the present study, i.e. to the index of literary autonomy calculated based onn(ew) n(ovels). Before moving on to the actual analysis, one more aspect needs to be mentioned:my investigation, based on the systematization and corroboration of the DCRR andDCRT databases, covers more than 150 years in the development of the Romanian novel(1845–2000). How can one break down this vast period? The chart in Fig. 1, on whichI focus and which I explore in detail in the following, offers a few clues to this effect,allowing us to perceive and delimit three major falls of the Romanian novel: one dur-ing World War I (1917), another after World War II (1948) and the third at the fall ofcommunism (1989). Relying on these, we can identify four epochs in the develop-ment of the local novel, which I analyze below.

The First Stage (1845–1917): Why We Have No Novels

PERHAPS TRANSLATIONS do not “make” a literature, but they certainly do create aliterary market. Thus, in 1845, when the first attempt at an autochthonous novelwas made, almost 50 translated novels had already been published in Romania.It is hard to imagine the emergence of the Romanian novel in the absence of thesetranslations. As a matter of fact, by 1860, when domestic novels started being pub-lished regularly, i.e. annually, the number of translated novels had already exceeded 200titles! It is no wonder therefore that, under these circumstances, the domestic Romaniannovel will be overshadowed by the translated novel until World War I, with an averageILA(nn) of 0.57 for the 1860–1917 period. In other words, each domestic novel is accom-panied by around two translated novels, at an annual average of 9.12 autochthonous nov-els and a standard deviation of 4.87. The ratio between the last two figures suggests that,for the period between 1860 and 1917, the production of autochthonous novels varies,on average, with more than 50% from one year to the next. It is also no wonder that thisapparently spectacular variation bears upon the ratio between the domestic and thetranslated novel. For instance, in 1864 and 1865, the ILA(nn) equals 5 and 3, respec-tively. These are some of the highest values in the entire history of the Romanian novel;however, they may not seem that relevant when one considers that in those years just onetranslated novel was published, and 5 and 3 local ones, respectively. As a matter of fact, the main problem of the epoch is its small numbers: as one canobserve in Fig. 2, the number of domestic novels varies between zero—in 1877, thelast year in which no local novel is published, due to the war—and 20 per year—in 1892,a year without a special significance. Yet more frustrating is the absence of a majorrise; there is an increase, of course, but it is very slow. From the annual average of 4.3novels in the 1861–1870 decade until the first decade of the 20th century, when the num-ber of published Romanian novels rarely drops—and by very little—below 10, anundeniable increase occurs. It is, nevertheless, too little, given that the two periods lie 30years apart. This is why Nicolae Iorga’s13 notorious lament expresses not only a painful
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truth, but also a particularity of Romanian literature. If, in general, in any literature, regard-less of time or space, a rise of the novel is registered within the first 20–30 years afterthe appearance of the genre,14 in Romanian literature such a rise does not take place with-in the first 70 years of the existence of the autochthonous novel. Perhaps, however, the prob-lem here is not duration, but quantity: analyses of other cultures show that the rise of thenovel occurs the moment we deal with “one new novel per week,” which means approx-imately 50 novels per year, thus consecrating “the great capitalist oxymoron of the reg-ular novelty.”15 Within the first 70 years of the genre’s existence, the annual productionof the Romanian novel does not manage to reach even half this number. Why have weno novels? Because the Romanian novel does not manage to reach the critical mass whichwould enable it to rise.How is the great number of translations recorded for the aforementioned period tobe explained then, especially between 1882 and 1913, when imported novels reach anannual average of 45.8 titles? The lack of professional Romanian novelists and the pub-lic’s preference for foreign novels which Iorga invokes can serve as points of departurefor an explanation, regardless of which one of the two we deem to be the cause andwhich one the effect of the other. However, such conditions would not have generatedthis radical a break between the two lines of the novel in the absence of a catalyst: theunprecedented development of the “yellow press”—whose defining metonymy is the estab-lishment of the Universul (The Universe, 1884) newspaper—and, with it, of the serial novel.Although this phenomenon affected the entire Romanian editorial system at the end of
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the 19th and the beginning of the 20th century, it had different consequences on the twolines of the novel published in Romania. Thus, if for the domestic novel, the serial novelaccounts for only 56.6% of the titles published between 1882 and 1913 (i.e. 218 out of386), for the translated novel, its share is 71% (1,042 out of 1,466 titles). It is easy tounderstand why: whereas many Romanian writers still nourished the ambition of beingpublished in book format and thereby increase their symbolic capital, the majority offoreign authors probably had no inkling they were going to be published in a regional lan-guage, which means that for them the issue of choosing between book and magazinedid not even exist. As for the newspaper owners, they treated novels as mere collectionsof trivialities and it is therefore not to be wondered that they preferred working with unas-suming translators rather than with authors with potential “artistic” pretentions. At anyrate, by correlating the respective percentages with the already existing difference infavor of the translated novel, we can better understand why and how the institution ofthe feuilleton deepened the gap between the local and the imported novel in Romania.
The Second Stage (1918–1947): The Crisis and the Boom

SURPRISINGLY, THE difficulties faced by the Romanian novel in its rise extend tothe interwar period as well. If the small number of titles between 1918 and 1919(5 per year) is explicable, given that Romania was still at war, it is odd that the largenumber of novels published in 1920 (28!) does not necessarily foreshadow a sustain-able growth rate. It is true that the average number of novels in the third decade (21.8)is evidently superior not only to the averages of any of the preceding decades, but alsoto the number of autochthonous novels published in any of the prewar years. However,this average is still relatively small if we take into account the fact that, after the war,Romania had doubled its population and territory. The rise in the 1920s is still ane-mic: it is not until 1926 that novelistic production reaches the 1920 “record” and itstill does not manage to surpass it by the end of the decade. Given these facts, the newlaments concerning “why we have no novels” are also justified,16 despite the publica-tion of such valuable works as Ion, Pãdurea spânzuraþilor (Forest of the hanged) or Concertdin muzicã de Bach (A concert of music by Bach). It is true that a visible change still takesplace in the first interwar decade: a drop in the number of imported novels, which, between1920 and 1929, reach an annual average of 30.1 titles (a decrease of over a third relat-ed to the annual average of the last three prewar decades, which, as we have seen, equaled45.8 titles). The drop is most probably explained by the steep decline of the serialnovel, but also by a host of adjacent factors, such as the pervasive spread of the cinemaand radio, which pose considerable competitive challenges to foreign popular fiction. Allthese circumstances determine the significant increase of the ILA(nn) compared to theprevious epoch and even its reaching values above one in certain years (1920—1.27;1921—1.08; 1926—1.08). Consequently, after the war, the domestic novel begins tocompete with the translated one, even if not necessarily due to the rise of the former,but rather due to the fall of the latter. 
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In a seemingly paradoxical manner, the beginning of the boom of the Romanian novelcoincides with the beginning of the economic depression: starting with 1930, the for-mer evinces a spectacular growth rate, with percentages that reach 70%–80% in cer-tain years, and with numbers which peak in 1936, when 99 titles are published (seeFig. 3). Taking a step back, we can see that, within only 7 years (1929—21 titles vs.1936—99 titles), the domestic novel displays a growth of 371%! Consequently, the early1930s mark the rise of the Romanian novel, whose peak (“the golden year of the inter-war Romanian novel,” as Cornea calls it) is to be found in 1933. Not only are 31 “notable”novels published then, judging by the calculations of Cornea,17 but at least two furtherremarkable phenomena take place. On the one hand, we deal with a growth rate of almost70% vs. the previous year, given by the rise from 46 to 78 titles; it is the highestnumerical increase theretofore registered by the Romanian novel. On the other hand, thehigh value of that year’s ILA(nn) (2!) derives in its turn from the greatest gap betweenthe number of domestic novels and that of translated ones registered up to that point (78as opposed to 39). Based on these facts, we can now come back to Cornea’s key ques-tion (“why did the hegemony of the novel peak and become evident in 1933, preciselyin 1933?”) and to do away with the hypothesis that this temporal circumscription isan “arbitrary”one.18 No, it is not arbitrary at all: 1933 is the “golden year of the Romaniannovel” precisely because it is the year of the highest rise in Romanian novelistic history; for,even if we can disagree with the Marxist dictum according to which quantity eventual-ly morphs into quality, we can nonetheless concede that quality is unthinkable in theabsence of quantity. 
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As mentioned above, the rise of the domestic novel goes on until 1936, when anew record is reached, which Romanian literature will manage to surpass only 35 yearslater. After 1936, a slight decline occurs, with the stabilization of autochthonous pro-duction around an annual average of 70 titles, and that of translations around 50. However,this time of stability does not last too long, due to the outbreak of war in Europe andto Romania’s subsequent territorial losses, which determine a steep decline in autochtho-nous novelistic production, decreasing in 1940 to 39 titles, while the ILA(nn) again dropsto a level below one (0.78). Unexpectedly, the production of domestic novels againrises during the war, reaching 60 titles in 1942, whereas the number of translated nov-els virtually explodes in 1943, with a new record of 153 titles, which will not be surpasseduntil almost 50 years later. Nevertheless, the turn of events on the Eastern Front andRomania’s subsequent turn against its former allies will cause the irremediable collapseof the market, with only 28 local novels and 38 translated titles in 1944. It was alreadyevident that the Golden Age of the Romanian novel had come to an end; the dawn ofwhat Sean Cotter termed, “with moderate irony,” “a golden age of Romanian transla-tion,”19 was in sight.

The Third Stage (1948–1989): Inflationary Processes

IT IS peculiar that the establishment of the communist regime in Romania does notput an end to, but rather accelerates the fall of postwar Romanian novelistic pro-duction; in other words, the true fall of the Romanian novel takes place not dur-ing, but after World War II. To talk numbers, we now witness a drastic contraction oflocal productivity, from an annual average of 42.6 titles between 1940 and 1947, to15 titles between 1948 and 1955. It is symptomatic that translations do not fare muchbetter, as their annual average also drops from 73.1 between 1940 and 1947, to 55.6titles between 1948 and 1955. Both trends are explicable, though by different causes.Thus, the decrease in the number of domestic novels is explained by the impossibilityof finding a sufficient number of prose writers (both well trained and willing to writerealist-socialist novels) to compete with the numbers of the interwar period, whereasin the case of translated novels clearly superior qualitative expectations were added require-ments. While a Romanian author or one from the “friendly states” might be allowedto make mistakes (out of inexperience or too much enthusiasm), one from Soviet liter-ature—which authoritatively dominates the Romanian translation “market” at the begin-ning of the communist age20—could only be translated if they had produced a “mas-terpiece” which would serve fresh or potential converts as models of creation. Correlatingthese parameters, we understand better why the growth of both lines throughout the ageof realist socialism (1948–1964) is far from being steep or substantial; it is rather rem-iniscent of the failed attempts of the 19th century or of the blunders of the 1920s. Nonetheless, this provisional situation does not last forever: the second rise of theRomanian novel takes place in the late 1960s, during a period of “liberalization.” As amatter of fact, starting with 1965, the domestic novel experiences a relative stabiliza-tion of its annual growth rate at 15–20%. Translations also increase, though at a slow-
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er and less constant rate. The effects of both trends are felt more strongly with thedawn of the next decade: in 1970, the ILA(nn) again rises above one (1.02), after abreak of three decades, and in 1971—the fatidic year of the July Theses—the localnovel manages to establish a new record by surpassing the interwar peak. The growthdoes not stop here. After a relative regress recorded throughout the following years—with a decent annual average throughout the 1970s of 107.7 titles—, the domestic novelexperiences another rise at the start of the next decade, reaching the unfathomable fig-ure of 171 titles in 1984. At this point, three observations emerge. First, a few brief corrections of the data (andimplicitly of the interpretations) provided by Macrea-Toma, who is quick to identify “thefirst symptom of crisis” on the Romanian editorial market in 1975: “The translated proseregisters a steep decline (63 titles in 1981 vs. 158 in 1974), while national poetry inparticular and autochthonous prose still keep up, only to drop in their turn after 1981.”21On the one hand, one can observe that, although real, the decline of translated prose isby no means as “steep” as the author makes it out to be, since DCRT-1 indexes 67 newtranslated novels in 1981 (not to mention short prose or later editions). On the otherhand, as Fig. 4 shows, the autochthonous novel is far from “succumbing” after 1981,when, on the contrary, it goes through a genuine boom. Its decline and that of thetranslated novel rather occurs after the mid–1980s, though in an unpredictable way: ina first step, the collapse of the translated novel parallels the boom of the domestic novel—for instance, in 1984 and 1985, when the ILA(nn) reaches record values: 4.4 and 5, respec-
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tively; however, the translated novel then tends to stabilize, whereas the domestic novelseems to free-fall and the ILA(nn) decreases again, nearing its early 1970s values. What has determined this apparently chaotic dynamic? Before answering this ques-tion, I will make a small detour which includes the second observation mentioned above.My point of departure is once again a question: is there a “golden year” of the communistRomanian novel, comparable to 1933, the golden year of the interwar period? The mostlikely candidate seems to be 1984, the record year of domestic fiction under communism.It is the year of the publication of, among others, Drumul la zid (Journey to the wall)by Nicolae Breban, Refugii (Refuges) by Augustin Buzura, Un Burgtheater provincial(A provincial Burgtheater) by Livius Ciocârlie, Hãrþuiala (The harrassment) by VirgilDuda, Caiet pentru... (Notebook for…) by Alexandru George, Mai mult ca perfectul (Morethan perfect) by Paul Georgescu, Intermezzo (I) by Marin Mincu, Zmeura de câmpie(Meadow strawberries) by Mircea Nedelciu, Cvintetul melancoliei (The melancholia quin-tet) by Costache Olãreanu, Redingota (The riding coat) by Mircea Horia Simionescu,Obligado by Constantin Þoiu. All of these are remarkable novels, though by no means“masterpieces”—either because they are not these writers’ best works, or because thesewriters’ creative resources are themselves limited. The same happened in 1971, anotheryear which registered a considerable quantitative “leap,” though not a qualitative one.Nonetheless, the reverse of this phenomenon can certainly be identified—years like 1977or 1980, which comprise the publication of a few undisputable “masterpieces,” but inwhich the “ballast” tips the balance of the overall image towards an unfavorable angle. As a matter of fact—and with this I get to the last of my aforementioned observa-tions—, this is the reason for which there is no “golden year” of the communist Romaniannovel: the degree of dispersal of valuable works is now much higher than in the interwar peri-od (either in the sense of a small number of “masterpieces” per year, or in the sense oftheir being leveled by ballast). In these cases, quantity has not engendered quality. Onthe contrary, my hypothesis is that during this epoch, the former deliberately subvert-ed the latter. After all, what is it that determined the continuous increase of the regime’sinvestment in autochthonous fiction, amid a worsening economic situation and, more-over, a policy of ideological “freeze”? The most likely answer seems to be nationalism(and its correlative—cultural protectionism), yet that is not all. If, for instance, wecompare the number of domestic novels, which sparked no critical response whatsoev-er, published in the years 1970 and 1980 respectively, we can see that their share has risen,throughout the decade, from 25.5% to 34%. Consequently, Romanian communismencouraged the publication of novels, if not downright poor and propagandist, at thevery least harmless, mediocre, and comfortable. Under the pretext of the “diversification”of subgenres and of types of reading, Romanian communism practiced an inflationarystrategy meant to drown reflexive-subversive works in a sea of conformism. However,sometime around the mid–1980s—perhaps not unrelated to the writings of Marin Predaor Augustin Buzura—this strategy lost its efficiency. Consequently, the regime changedits policy and resorted to the already tested solution of tightening the censorship andreducing the number of published works.
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The Fourth Stage (1990–2000/2013/2019): Whither the Romanian Novel?

WHAT IS happening to the novel published in Romania after 1990? In the firstdecade after December 1989, a slow but constant increase in the productionof local novels occurs, with an annual average of 10% (see Fig. 5). Thus, asearly as 1993, their number equals the level reached in the early 1980s, and 1999marks, through its 200 domestic novels published, not only the establishment of anew record, but also the attainment of a landmark. Consequently, the development oflocal novelistic production seems to be more stable as compared to the fluctuations ofthe previous period. Conversely, the increase in translated novels is much more steep,varying between annual growth rates of 22.7% in 1992 and 99% in 1991. Startingwith 1990, the number of translations almost equals that of autochthonous novels(104 vs. 107 titles), reaching within just four years an unfathomable peak of 629 titles!In these circumstances, the ILA(nn) plummets dramatically, reaching a value of 0.22 in1994, a level below which it has only descended four more times throughout the 20th
century. The explanation behind this asymmetrical development is easy to infer: it is a thor-oughly predictable manifestation of the “return of the repressed” after four decades ofcommunist censorship. All the subgenres of the international novel which had, for onereason or another, been banned by the former regime, are now to be found in the
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FIG. 5. THE EVOLUTION OF THE ROMANIAN NOVEL BETWEEN 1990 AND 2000



explosion of translations which dominate Romanian literature in the mid–1990s. Equallypredictable is the subsequent sudden decline of novelistic translations, once this phe-nomenon came full circle and the market reached a certain degree of saturation. Thisoccurs in the second half of the decade, when there are years in which the number oftranslations drops to half its mid-decade level—in 1998/1999 for instance, when thevalues drop from 463 to 264—so that the last year of the previous millennium wit-nesses an ILA(nn) of 0.97, i.e. an approximately equal number of translations and autoch -thonous novels. Even if the data provided by DCRR and DCRT stop in 2000, the story of the novelpublished in Romania goes on for another two decades. What happens during this time?The fragmentary data I have been able to collect until now do not evince spectacular vari-ations of the ILA(nn). However, an unexpected phenomenon, which I hesitate to explainfor now, due to the lack of a wider context, is the third rise of the Romanian novel, whichseems to occur around 2010—against the backdrop of a global economic recession—so that the year 2013 boasts the publication of no less than 537 new domestic novels.22 Isthis value to be the record reached by the Romanian novel in the third millenniumand, implicitly, throughout its entire history? It seems beyond belief that such a valuecould be surpassed; on the other hand, who would have thought it could ever be reached?This is why, perhaps instead of speculating, it would be more appropriate to drawsome conclusions.

Reflections and Conclusions

BEYOND THE shadow of a doubt, the analysis above could or rather should be com-plemented by observations regarding the dynamic of the (sub)genres or evenby close reading. Such an undertaking would, however, have exceeded the dimen-sions of a mere article. What is, then, the purpose of the present research? In my view,it can help us put a few issues into perspective:1. First, the dimensions reached by the novel published in Romania throughout itsevolution, which allow for comparisons to other cultures, but also between the differ-ent segments of its own history. Big numbers. Yet how big? According to my estimates,approximately 14,000 autochthonous novels have been published in Romania until now,and the current annual average revolves around 500 new titles. On the one hand, thismeans that every year a number of novels amounting to approximately 1% of theU.S.’s annual production is published in Romania and that all domestic novels publishedso far in Romania cover around 25% of the annual production of the most powerful bookindustry on the planet.23 On the other hand, we should also observe that the annual num-ber of novels published in contemporary Romania equals the sum total of all the autochtho-nous novels published during the first phase of the Romanian novel’s development, whichcomprised more than 70 years (1845–1917).2. Second, what kind of phenomena have influenced the development of the Romaniannovel and, more importantly, how? As can be observed in Fig. 1, the major falls of theRomanian novel coincide with various political crises (wars or revolutions): World War
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I, World War II, the 1989 Revolution and, to a certain extent, even the War forIndependence in 1877. However, we have all learned from Franco Moretti that the devel-opment of the novel does not agree with political changes.24 How about economic ones?Well, this is where things get really interesting, since at least two of the Romanian novel’sthree rises occurred against the backdrop of economic crises: the Great Depression of1929–1933 and the Great Recession of 2008–2012. Besides, the peak of the secondrise of the Romanian novel is reached within the context of the implementation ofinflationary policies by the communist regime during the period between 1978 and 1982.In conclusion, are economic crises conducive to novelistic development? This is one ques-tion which ought to be explored in detail in the future.3. Third, does our approach entail a normative component as well? In other words:is there a “lesson” we should learn from studying the charts above? Rather than risk apurely speculative answer to this thorny question, I prefer to reduce it to a most concreteissue: what is the optimal ILA for a literary system? Naturally, a preliminary answer wouldbe that the “optimal” ILA depends on the size and position of each culture. For instance,in contrast to the common knowledge according to which translations of fiction onlyamount up to 3% of the U.S. book market, the reality is even more dramatic: com-pared to approximately 50,000 domestic fiction titles, only 495 translated fiction titles(less than 1%!) were published in 2018 in the U.S.25 Consequently, we can estimate herean ILA(tf)—i.e., an ILA for “total fiction”—of over 100 and the ILA(nn) will proba-bly not look very differently. Nonetheless, the American book market does not seem tofare badly at the moment. As for Romanian literature, what is crucial for it—as it isfor other semiperiheral literatures—seems to be the balance between domestic and trans-lated novels. In other words, the “optimal” ILA for Romanian literature would be anILA situated slightly above one. In this regard, maybe it would not hurt rememberingthat the Golden Age of the Romanian novel was the age when the domestic novel “defeat-ed”, on its own (i.e. without state intervention), the translated novel. Thus, as we cansee in Fig. 4 and 5, in the economy of the novel, as in any other economy based onfree trade, any attempt to trick the market ultimately turns against the trickster.
�
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AbstractBig Numbers: A Quantitative Analysis of the Development of the Novel in Romania 
The present article proposes a quantitative analysis of the evolution of the novel in Romania.The study de facto compares, based on the data provided by Dicþionarul cronologic al romanuluiromânesc (Chronological dictionary of the Romanian novel, abbr. DCRR) and by Dicþionarul crono-logic al romanului tradus în România (Chronological dictionary of the translated novel in Romania,abbr. DCRT) for the period between 1845 and 2000, the evolution of the number of domesticnovels and that of the number of translated novels in Romania, as well as the ratio betweenthese values, which, dubbed the “index of literary autonomy” (ILA), serves as a measure of thedegree of (in)dependence of the Romanian literary system. Starting from the aforementioneddata and concepts, the present research delimits four phases in the development of the novel inRomania (1845–1917; 1918–1947; 1948–1989; 1990–2019) and attempts explanations of thediverse variations in novelistic production—especially its “rises” and “falls”—based on the vari-ous political, economic and cultural factors which caused them. 
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